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A REMARK ON A CLOSED ORIENTABLE 
HYPERSURFACE WITH CONSTANT 

REDUCED MEAN CURVATURE 

By 

Y oshihiko TAZA WA 

Introduction. The theorem concerning homothety given by A. Aeppli 

(Theorem I in [:-3]), which brings a relation between the global form and re

duced mean curvature rH1 (with respect to a fixed point 0) of a closed 

orientable hypersurface in (n + l )-dimensional Euclidean space R" 1, suggests 

us to investigate the global property of a closed orientable hypersurface with 

constant reduced mean curvature rH1 = c. A star-shaped hypersurface (with 

respect to OJ with rH1=c is a hypersphere around O (cf. footnotes 10), 11) 

in [3]). So we can confine ourselves to the case of non-star-shaped closed 

hypersurfaces. In this paper we are going to show that under a certain 

condition ("radial convexity", defined in § 1) such hypersurfaces cannot have 

constant reduced mean curvature, and that any ovaloid with rH1 = c is a hy

persphere around O : 

Theorem. Let F be a closed orientable hyperswjczcc of class 2 ·which 

is radially con·ve.r with respect to O in the strict sense. For pEF ·we denote 

by p* the second point on F which lies on the ray ·with p. Then there 

e.rists at least one point pEF, for ·which rH1(P)*rH1(P*). 

Corollary. Let F be a closed orientable hyperswjczce of class 2 ·which 

is star-shaped or radially cmrve.r in the strict sense ·with respect to 0. Then, 

if rH1(p) = c for all PE F, F is a hypersphere around 0. Especially any 

ovaloicl with rH1 = c is a hypenphere around 0. 
In § 1 we show the existence of a centralprojection from a radially convex 

hypersurface onto itself, which reverses the orientation. In § 2 we prove 

a lemma, which is closely related to the theorem concerning homothety. 

Thereby the theorem and the corollary are proved immediately in § ;). 

The auther wishes to express here his sincere thanks to Professor Yoshie 

Katsurada for her kind guidance. 

§1. 
and [::l]. 
n ~ 2. 

Radially Convex Hypersurfaces. We follow the notations rn [2] 

Let O be a fixed point in (11 + 1 )-dimensional Euclidean space R" 1, 
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Definition. We call the hyperswface F radially conve:r (with respect 
to 0), if OE F and any half straight line with its endpoint O (i.e., a ray 
from 0) has either two intersecting points with F, only one contact point 
or no common point. ive call F radially conve:r in the strict sense, if F is 
radially conve:r and has an additional condition such that the direction of 
any ray which is tangent to F is not an asymptotic direction of F at the 
contact point. 

If we put the point 0 infinitely far away in a certain fixed direction r, 
radial convexity becomes "convexity in the direction r" (cf. [l] p. 187, [2] p. 
192). We may consider that O is the origin of R" 1• Throughout this sec
tion let F be a closed orientable hypersurface of class 2, which is radially 
convex in the strict sense. We denote by F 0 a subset of F given by 

(the "Schattengrenze" of F), 

where ;,.; = (:r1, · · ·, :r" 1) is the position vector of F and n is the normal unit 
vector of F. 

We obtain a mapping p* = cp(p) from F onto itself, if for any point p on 
F we take the ray from 0 through p and choose the second intersecting point 
p* on F (if the ray is tangent to Fat p, i.e., pEF0 , let cp(p)=p). We are 
to show that cp is a regular centralprojection of class 2, which reverses the 
orientation. 

It is clear that cp is bijective and cp 0 cp=id, that is, cp- 1=cp. We have to 
prove only the continuity in oder to show that cp is a homeomorphism (and 
therefore a centralprojection). For this purpose we consider first a local 
mapping n P for PE F. 

Let Sn be the unit n-sphere around 0 and be oriented with the outer 
normal vector. F and S" are given by 

;,.; = ;,.;(u1, ···, u") = (x1(u'), ···, x" 1 (u')), 

?-'. = W?, •··, u") = (x1 (z?), ... , x" 1 (u')l 

respectively. Let n be a mapping n: F__,,S" expressed by 

n((:r1, ···,x'" 1)): =(:r1, ···,x"' 1)/P, 1. e., x" = p 1.C1 , 

where P is the function of class 2 on F given by 

n 1 } l 

P(p): = ll;i;(p)II = L,r:
1 

(xA)2 2 
, 

1. e., the distance between p and 0. P(P)*O for all pEF, so n is well defined 
all over F and of class 2. Since x 1(P)*O for at least one il, we can assume 
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now .:c1 (p) > 0 without losing generality (after a suitable rotation of the coor

dinate axes, if necessary). It follows that also x1(ir(p))>O, so we can take 

(x2, · · ·, x" 1) as a local coordinate of S" at ir(p), preserving the orientation, 
that 1s, ii=xt;i for i=l, ···,n. Let J be the functionaldeterminant of ir. 

a(u) I axi 1 · . __ 
J: = a(zt) = det auj-- = l(p-1 .:c' • l)jl = p n 2 .:cl./ g (n~). 

Therefore the sign of J(p) depends only upon (n~) (p) and, if (n~) (P)*O, there 
exists a neighbourhood Uv of p, such that ir1,: = ir 1,, 1, is diffeomorphic. 

If p E F0 , then it follows that p* = cp(p) E F0 , accordingly there are two 
local diffeomorphic mappings ir,,: U))-,S" and ir,,.: U,,.~S'', for which 

ir,,(Ui,) n ir1,.(U)).)*O, 

where W: =ir,,1(irJUv)nir,,,(UJ).)). 

Therefore cp is continuous at p. 
If PE F0, let {p,,} be an arbitrary sequence of points on F with limp,,= p. 

The sequence {cp(p,,)} on F has at least one convergent point Po, because F is 

compact. Accordingly there exists a subsequence {p,:J of {Pn} such that 
lim cp(pi,) = p0• Then, because of the continuity of ir, the two sequences on 
n---->::n 

S" {1r(p1,,)} and {ir(cp(p1J)} converge to ir(p) and ir(p0) respectively. Since ir 0 cp 

=ir, these two sequences coincide completely, that means ir(p0) = ir(p), in other 

words, Po and p lie on the same ray. On the other hand since PE F0, it fol

lows that Po=P, that is, all convergent points of {cp(pn)} coincide with p and 
{cp(p,,)} converge to p= cp(p). So cp is continuous at p. 

The differentiability and the regularity of cp comes out now directly from 
the radial convexity of F in the strict sense (cf. footnote 2) in [3]). Therefore 
cp is a regular centralprojection of class 2 from F onto itself. In oder to show 
that cp reverses the orientation of F, we consider next two connected subsets 

F and F of F, such that F= F U F0 U F . 
We construct a continuous function ¢ on F by 

¢(p): = P(p)-P(cp(p)). 

</J (p) = 0 if and only if PE F0 • We put 

F : = {PEF1¢(p)>O}, F : = {P E F I ¢ ( P) < O} , 
and so F=F UF0 UF, F0 nF =F0 nF =F nF =0. Because of the con
tinuity of </J, F. and F are open and mapped by cp mutually onto themselves. 

And F0 is not empty. Because, if F. = 0 (and so F = 0), it follows that 

F0 = F*0; if F *O (and so F *fJ), </J has both positive and negative values 
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and so because of the continuity of ¢, F0 =cp 1({0}) 1s not empty. 

The gradient of the function n 6 of class 1 on F is not equal to zero at 

p E F0• Because the vector 6(p) lies in the tangent plane of F at p, i.e., 

6(p)=(i 6i(p), and differs from any asymptotic direction atp, i.e., ljk(p)ajak=tO. 

Since the i-th component of Grad(n 6) is (111-t= -lkiak, so (11 6)i(p)=tO for at 
least one i, i.e., Grad(n 6) (p) is not equal to zero. Accordingly any neigh

bourhood of p posesses a point, at which tt 6=tO, namely the point of F-F0, 

that is, F0 has no inner point (and so F - F 0 =t O and F and F are not 

empty). We can therefore choose a sequence {p,,} on F-F0, that converges 

to p. Since 9 is continuous, the sequence {9(p,J} converges to 9(p)= p. If 
we construct a sequence {q,,} by c72n 1 : = p,,, Cf2n: = 9(Pn), it is convergent to 

p, and because of 9(q2,, 1)=q2,,, one of q2,, and CJ2,, 1 belongs to F and the 

other to F . Therefore p is a boundary point of both F and F, that is, 

F0 caF naF. Since F nF =0, oF =F, -F cF-F -F =F0 . In the 

same way oF C F0 . Therefore F0 is the common boundary of F and F . 
Let u=(ui) be the local coordinate at pEF0• Since Grad(n 6)(p)=tO, we 

assume now (ni.;)n =t O at p. Then F0 is given by n 6(ui) = 0, and because of 

(ni.;)n(P)=tO, this is equivalent to u"=lz(u1, ···, u" 1) in a suitable neighbourhood 
U of p, where h is a function of class 1. We introduce a new parameter 

v=(vi) by 

'Un:= Un-Jz(ul, ... , ltn 1)' 

for i= 1, ···,11-l. 

Although v is not a local coordinate since it is not of class ~, v maps U 
C1-diffeomorphic onto a neighbourhood v(U) of the origin of the (v1, · · ·, ·v")
space, F0 n U to the (v1, · · ·, v" 1)-plane and p to the origin. The neighbourhood 

v(U) includes an open ball B around the origin. We put 

B : = {(vi) EB Iv"< o}, 
Bo:= {(vi)EBlv"=O} =v(FonU) nB 

V: =V 1(B). 

B does not include points of both ·v(F n V) and v(F n V) at the same time. 

Because, if there exist two points p0EB n·v(F nV) and p 1EB nv(F nV), 
the segment s from Po= s(O) to p1 = s(l) is included completely in B . We 
construct a curve in ·u 1(B1 ) by c: -, v 10s. If we put ).(t): if1(c(t)) for 

tE: [O, l], it follows that ).(0)>0, ).(l)<O. Since ). is continuous, there exists 

a number t0E[O, l] with ).(t0)=O, i.e., ¢(c(t0))=O hence c(t0)EF0 . This is con
tradictory to the fact that ·v 1(R) includes no point of F0 and that c([O, l])c 
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v 1 (B ). Therefore either B, =v(F n V) (accordingly B =v(F n V)) or B. = 
v(F n V) (accordingly B _ =·v(F n V)). Because of the archwise connected

ness of B and B , v 1 (B ) and v 1 (B ) are archwise connected. Therefore 

any point p of F0 posesses a neighbourhood V such that V, : = F, n V and 

V : = F n V are archwise connected. 

Let Po and p1 be arbitrary points of F. . We show that there is a curve 

m F. from Po to p 1 and so F is archwise connected (therefore connected). 

We can choose a curve c: [O, l]~F with r(O)= Po and c(l)= pi, because F is 

archwise connected. We consider here a continuous mapping r: F-7 F, U F0 

defined by 

r 1,,. l w : = id F l w , 
" 0 _,, 0 

Then c: = r 0 c 1s a curve in F U F0 from Po to P1• 
We construct an open covering of c( [O, 1]) as follows ; for p = c(t) E F. 

let U/J be a neighbourhood of p, which is archwise connected and included 

in F. ; for qE F0 let V" be a neighbourhood of q, for which V,, : = V,, n F 
is archwise connected, as seen above. Being compact, c( [O, 1]) is covered by 

a finite number of U 11 • and V,,, i.e., (u Uri.)u(u v,,)::Jc([O,l]). We put 
i j ,:1 l, j] J 

,4: = ( U UJ).) U ( lJ V,, . ), and so A cF, and Po, p1EA. We show that A is 
i 1 i j 1 J 

archwise connected. If l)=O, it is clear, because c([O, l])cA and Uv;,nc([O, l]) 

=;t=O for all i. If l!=;i=O, among U 71 i and V,,j there exists at least one neigh

bourhood which posesses a common point of c([O, l]) with Vq, In the case 

that Uvi posesses a common point c(tJ with V,,,, UvinV,,, =;t=~f, and so U 1,iU 
V,,,. is archwise connected. In the case that V,,J posesses a common point 

c(tj) with V,,,, we choose a neighbourhood i-v of c(tj), which is included in 

v,,. n v,,. Since c(tj) E F u Fa= F ' i-v posesses a point q of F and qE V,, . 
.J l J 

n V,, and so V,,. U V,, is archwise connected. If we continue this process 
l J > 

finite times, A becomes at last archwise connected. So we can choose a curve 

c: [O, l]~AcF with c(O)=Po and c(l)=p1• Hence F. is connected. Like

wise F is connected. 

Because of the connectedness of F_ and F_, and because (ni;) (p) = 0 if 

and only if PE F0, the continuous function n i; has a fixed sign on F and F_ 
respectively. Since Grad (ni;) (p) =;i= 0 for p E F0 , 11); exchanges the sign in 

a neighbourhood of pEF0• Therefore it follows that ni;>O on one of F and 

F , and ni;<O on the other. 

Let PE F-F0 and p* = 'P(P)- 'P is given in a suitable neighbourhood W 
of p by 'f!=rr,,! 0 rr 1,. Since 'P maps F, and F mutually onto themselves, one 

of p and p* belongs to F. and the other to F, and so (ni;) (p) and (ni;) (p*) 
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have different signs. Accordingly the functionaldeterminants J(p) and J(p*) 
of 'Irv and rr,,. at p and p* respectively have different signs, because the sign 
of J(q) depends only upon (n~)(q) for qEF-F0• Therefore the functionalde
terminant of rr / 0 1r1, has the negative sign, that is, the sign of the functional
determinant of 9 is negative on F - F0• 

Since 9 is everywhere regular, i.e., the functionaldeterminant of 9 is 
nowhere zero, it is negative all over F because of the continuity. Hence 9 
reverses the orientation of F. So we have proved the following lemma : 

Lemma 1. Let F be a closed orientable hypersurf ace of class 2 which 
is radially convex in the strict sense. Then there exists a regular central
projection of class 2 from F onto itself, which reverses the orientation. 

§ 2. A Lemma on a Centralprojection. 

Lemma 2. Let F and F be closed orientable hyperswfaces of class 2 

which hold a centralprojection T: F-----,.p_ Let T be of class 2 and regular 
and preserve the orientation. Let the "Schattengrenze" of F (F0 : = {p E F [ 
(n~) (p) = O}) include no inner point. Then there e.rists at least one point pEF 
with rH1(T7,)* -rH1(P), where rH1 and rH1 are reduced mean curvatures 
with re~pect to O of F and P respectively. 

Proof. We prove following the proof of Theorem I in [3]. F and P 
are given by 

~ = ~(u1, ···, u"), 

~ = X(u1, · ··, u") = f(u1, · · ·, u") ~(u1, · · ·, u") (f> O) (a) 

respectively. If we exchange "n-ft" of the formula (1. 5) in [3] for "n+ ft", 
we obtain 

cl(n+n,~,cl~, ···,d~)=(n+n,d~, ···,cl~)-(~,cln+cln,cl~, ···,d~) (b) 

Then the formulae (1. 6) and (1. 7) in [3] are exchanged for 

1 
(n+ft,cl~,-··,cl~)= 2 n!(n+it)2dA (c) 

-(~, cln+dn, cl~,···, d~) = n!(H1 + JH1) (n~) dA ( d) 

respectively. From (b), (c), (d) and the Formula of Stokes we have 

1~! L .. (n+ft, ~, d~, ···,cl~)= ~ L(n+n)2dA + L(rH1 +rH1) (m:)d/l ( e) 

where r = ~ 
r If we assume here that rH1(p)= -rH1(T1,) for all pEF, then 
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so that ll= -h. Therefore 

\ (n + i1)2cl/l = (), J },' 

o =~in= UrJJ-11) = - f~(p1)-f(x1n) = - f;(p1) 

for i = l, .. ·, n, and the "Schattengrenze" including no inner point, it follows 

that _[; = 0, i.e., f = const. Accordingly the hypersurface F is given by fX 

with positive constant f, and so 11 = it, which is contradictory to n = - h. 
Q.E.D. 

In the case of parallelmappings this conclusion is not true. Because, if 

we exchange "ii-n" of the formula (9. 5) in [2] for "ii+n", we obtain 

n) }H\ + H 1) (tun) dA + }L(ii+11)2 (dA-clA) 

= ( ~l)l f (ft+n,ro,dx,--·,dX)-
n . JaF 

Assuming - H1 = Hi, we obtain 

j )it+n)2 (d A-dA) = 0. 

Since clA-cL1 does not hold a fixed sign, we cannot conclude 11= -lt. 

§ 3. A Closed Hypersurface with 1·.Jf1 = r. 

Theorem. Let F be a closed orientahle lzypersu1face of class 2 which 

is radially conve:r with respect to O in the strict sense. For PE F we denote 

by p* the second point on F, ·which lies on the ray with p. Then there 

e:rists at least one point pEF, for which rH1(p)cf:.rH1(P*). 

Proof. According to Lemma 1 there exists a regular centralprojection \D 

of class 2 from F onto itself, which reverses the orientation. Let F be 

a hypersurface which is identical to F except the orientation, so that the 

mapping \D : F------" F preserves the orientation. By exchanging the orientation 

of F H 1(p) = - {fi(p), and so it follows that rH1(p) = - rH1(p). Since 

\D: F-F satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2, there exists at least one point 

pEF such that rH1(p)cf:.-rH1(\D(P))=rH1(\D(P))=rH1(P*). Q.E.D. 

Corollary. Let F be a closed orientable hypersu1face of class 2 which 

is star-shaped or radially conve:r in the strict sense with respect to 0. Then, 

if rH1 (p) = c for all p E F, F is a hypersphere around 0. Especially any 

ovaloid with rH1 = c is a hypersphere around 0. 

Proof. The conclusion comes out immediately from Theorem above and 
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the footnotes 10) and 11) in [3]. Since an n-dimensional ovaloid is a closed 

hypersurface with the positive (or negative) definite second fundamental form, 

which is the boundary of a bounded convex set in R." 1, the following is 

verified without difficulty ; if an ovaloid has O outer side, it is radially convex 

with respect to O in the strict sense; if it has O inner side, it is star-shaped 

with respect to 0. If O lies on an ovaloid, then rH1 = () at O and it cannot 

have constant reduced mean curvature. Q. E. D. 

In the case of a closed curve C in R.2, the analogous definition of radial 

convexity in the strict sense (we call C radially convex in the strict sense, 

zf C is radially convex and further Grad(n 6) (p) * 0 for (11 6) (p) = 0 p EC) 
and the integral formula 

(t+t) 6J= ~ t(t+f)2ds+ L(rk+rk)(':Hn)ds 

bring the analogous conclusions. 
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